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Respondent opened a new law office following a 

contentious dissolution of his old firm and 

partnership with his brother. The winding up of that 

business led to competing lawsuits between the 

brothers, including an action for receivership to 

retain control over clients, and a court order from a 

Kansas judge directing them to disable the old 

website, www.pistotniklaw.com, and create their 

own independent sites.



On September 15, 2014, after receiving an

email advertisement from David Dorsett,

Respondent reached out, and the two met

at Respondent's law office.

During this initial meeting, Respondent

hired Dorsett to: 1) build the new website,

2) serve as an information technology

expert in the dissolution proceeding, and 3)

provide assistance with online reputation

management.

Respondent was concerned that after the

fallout at the firm, his brother may be

publishing negative information about him

online. At the conclusion of the meeting,

Respondent wrote Dorsett a check for

$5,000, and gave him full access to his

office computers and passwords.



"Dave look at this new page from yesterday and tell me how we get rid of it[;] states 

created yesterday[.]"

"Dave, can you find the IP address for this site and particular claim number to 

establish the location of the sender?"



Six days later, on September 25, 2014, Dorsett sent extortionate threats and initiated a 

flood of emails to the servers of Ripoff Report2, Leagle3, and the Arizona law firm that 

represented Ripoff Report, in effort to frustrate the recipients and cause them to remove 

all information pertaining to Respondent. These emails impaired the servers of Ripoff

Report, Leagle, and the Arizona law firm, rendering their communications and data 

inaccessible. 

Along with the emails, Dorsett sent the following threat separately to all three victims, 

each reflecting the particular site's name:

Remove this page and we stop [link of subject article removed] . . . [I]f 

you don't remove it we will begin targeting your advertisers and 

explain that this will stop happening to them once they pull their ads 

from leagle.com or leagle.com kills this page . . . [link removed] You 

have 4 hours before we start hitting your advertisers.



Ripoff Report ultimately acquiesced in the ransom and removed the negative review 

the same day. Dorsett also sent Respondent an email detailing his methods and 

confirming the successful removal. Respondent paid Dorsett for his services.

Months later Respondent learned Dorsett had actually caused the publication of the 

negative articles in a larger ploy to also extort Respondent in addition to the other 

three victims and went to the FBI and reported Dorsett



Respondent agreed to plead guilty to three counts of Accessory After the Fact, in 

violation of 18 U.S.C. § 3.7 The USAO filed the three-count Information on October 

15, 2019. The following day, the United States District Court for the District of 

Kansas accepted the plea, adjudicated Respondent guilty, and sentenced him to 

payment of a $375,000 fine, restitution of $55,200, and a special assessment of 

$300, all due immediately in a lump sum of $430,500. Respondent paid this 

amount in full on the day of his plea and sentencing.



OKLAHOMA LAWYER SUSPENDED FOR ROLE IN

RESPONSE TO CRITICISM

State ex rel. Okla. Bar Ass’n v. Pistotnik , Okla., No. 2020 OK 93, 11/24/20 
(suspension for two years and one day for conduct including acting as an accessory 

after the fact and paying for illegal conduct involving a web developer he hired to 

help him with online reputation management for his law firm)

https://www.bloomberglaw.com/public/document/StateexrelOklaBarAssnvPistotnik2020OK93CourtOpinion?doc_id=XQ79OOL0000N








2019 Illinois Lawyer Population

✓ 94,662 of Active and Inactive 

✓ Only 54 more lawyers than in 

2019; a 3.9% net decrease 

since 2014

✓ 69% of Active and Inactive 

lawyers located in Illinois

✓ 49% located in Cook County

✓ 39% female lawyers







Practice Settings
Active Status Lawyers Who Practice

.





Malpractice Disclosure Data
.

37.9% of 

Sole Practitioners Have 

No Malpractice 

Insurance



Top Five Reasons Solos Have No Coverage



Top Five Solo Practice Areas 

with No Insurance



Succession Planning Data
.



Top Five Practice Areas for Solos With 

No Written Succession Plan .





Investigations in 2019

4,937 grievances docketed in 2019;

3,633 different attorneys, representing 3.8% of all registered attorneys; and 

16.7% of these 3,633 attorneys were the subject of more than one 
investigation





Prosecutions in 2019



Sanctions in 2019
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On March 20, 2020, Illinois Governor J.B. Pritzker issued a statewide stay-

at-home order aimed at stopping the spread of coronavirus. All non-

essential businesses in the state were ordered to close their doors

effective March 21, 2020, at 5:00 p.m., and remain closed through April

7, 2020. The executive order specifically lists 23 different kinds of

businesses that are “encouraged to remain open”, including “professional

services, such as legal service.

Ethical Obligations During the Coronavirus Shutdown: 

Covid-19 Responses



ETHICAL OBLIGATIONS DURING THE

CORONAVIRUS SHUTDOWN: COVID-19 

RESPONSES

Everyone is VIRTUAL.   ALL.  THE.  TIME.



Communicate with Clients 

Diligence in a Constantly Changing Situation

Succession Planning

Calendaring

Electronic Filing 

Mail Delivery or Other Deliveries 

Working Remotely

Data Security and Privacy Review

Ethical Obligations During the Coronavirus Shutdown: 

Covid-19 Responses



ADDITIONAL GUIDANCE ON WORKING

REMOTELY



THE NEW WORLD WE LIVE IN



IS EVERYONE TRAPPED IN A

CAT FILTER?

COURTROOM DECORUM – “PANDEMIC STYLE”



BEYOND THE VIRAL CAT FILTER

Jefferson Circuit Judge Audra Eckerle used her mute 

function to electronically muzzle criminal defense 

lawyer

www.courier-journal.com



Ethical Obligations During the Coronavirus Shutdown: 

Covid-19 Responses

It may not be specifically stated in the RPC, but practicing 

Civility & Patience, particularly in times of stress and crisis will 

help most practitioners avoid professional disciplinary issues.



TRAUMATIC IMPLICATIONS OF

PANDEMIC

 Lack of predictability during these current times

 Lack of structure to our days

 Difficult to plan out calendar and events

 Difficult to comprehend long term impact of the pandemic and how it will 

affect our lives moving forward

GOAL: CREATE SOME PLAN FOR EACH DAY AND STRUCTURE YOUR WORK DAY 

ONE WEEK AT A TIME



LAP is only able to serve those in need as a 

result of the efforts of our staff, and the 

financial contributions of those within our 

legal community.

All donations are tax deductible. All donations go 

towards helping Illinois attorneys’ in need.

Illinoislap.org/mental-health-donations

LAWYERS’ HELPING 
LAWYERS’

312-726-6607



Professional Discipline: 

Rules, Opinions &

Beyond



YOU CAN’T ESCAPE TECHNOLOGY

IN A VIRTUAL WORLD











Formal Opinion 495 provides guidance when a lawyer may practice the law for which they 
are licensed while physically in a different jurisdiction. Specifically, a lawyer physically 
present in a jurisdiction in which they are not licensed to practice — and the local 
jurisdiction has not determined such practice is unauthorized – may practice if they meet 
the following guidelines:
•Does not establish an office or other systematic presence in that local jurisdiction.
•Does not “hold out” a presence or availability to perform legal services in that local 
jurisdiction.
•Does not actually provide legal services for matters in that local jurisdiction, unless 
otherwise authorized.
The opinion notes that providing local contact information on websites, letterhead, 
business cards or advertising are examples of communications that would improperly 
suggest a local office or local presence.

https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/professional_responsibility/aba-formal-opinion-495.pdf


(1) review the UPL rules of both the jurisdiction in which 

they are licensed and the jurisdiction in which they 

are considering for a remote practice;

(2) comply with any registration or other requirements 

imposed by the remote jurisdiction;

(3) not hold out to the public or state or imply as being 

admitted to practice in the remote jurisdiction;

(4) consider how having a remote practice might impact 

a later application for admission in the remote 

jurisdiction; and

(5) know that regardless of whether authorized to 

practice pursuant to Rule 5.5 or not, lawyers are 

subject to the disciplinary authority of the remote 

jurisdiction and can also face reciprocal discipline in 

their licensing jurisdiction.

For a comparison of state rules as adopted to individual 

ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct, including 

Rule 5.5, go to ABA Jurisdictional Rules Comparison 

Charts at https://www.americanbar.org/groups/profession

al_responsibility/policy/rule_charts/.

https://www.americanbar.org/groups/professional_responsibility/policy/rule_charts/








Michael Joseph Shifrin, Northbrook

Mr. Shifrin, who was licensed in 2005, was suspended for one year.

He knowingly made over 200 unauthorized alterations in his former

firm’s computer software during a four-year span.

Those changes resulted in an increase of over $30,000 in Mr.

Shifrin’s compensation and over $200,000 in his book of business,

while working a detriment to his co-workers. The suspension is

effective on October 7, 2019.





Less than two years out of law school, a South

Carolina lawyer with no litigation experience

indicated on several social media websites,

including LinkedIn, that he had more than 50 areas

of legal practice. He also dramatically

misrepresented and exaggerated his skills and

experience and made a false statement regarding

the year he graduated on LinkedIn.

In re Dickey, 722 S.E.2d 522 (S.C. 2012)(public

reprimand).

http://designfiles.net/linkedin-company-profile-template/
http://designfiles.net/linkedin-company-profile-template/
http://blog.linkedin.com/2012/12/18/endorse-and-be-endorsed/


Is It Better to be LinkedOut?

Potential Ethical Implications of 

LinkedIn Endorsements & 

Recommendations

IDC Quarterly, Volume 24, Number 1. © 2014. Illinois Association of 

Defense Trial Counsel. 

http://www.appspcdownload.com/linkedin-for-pc/


Can LinkedIn Endorsements & 

Recommendations cause problems for 

practitioners?

…hybrid between a “virtual résumé” or “virtual self-promotion” and standard social media 

websites??

• Rule 1.1 “Competence” (a lawyer has a duty to provide competent representation); 

• Rule 7.1 “Communications Concerning a Lawyer’s Services” (a lawyer cannot make a false or 

misleading communication about the lawyer or the lawyer’s services);

• Rule 7.4 “Communications of Fields of Practice and Specialization” (the Supreme Court of 

Illinois does not recognize certifications of specialties); 

• Rule 8.4 “Misconduct” (a lawyer cannot engage in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit, 

or misrepresentation). 

• Proposed ABA Model Rule 1.1 suggests lawyers should be required to keep abreast of the 

benefits and risks associated with the use of social media, or risk being found in violation of the 

competency rule.

The purpose of the rules is to prevent attorneys from overstating their qualifications, areas of 

expertise, experience level, and overall competency. 

http://www.approachpeople.com/candidates/newsletter/articles/linkedin-top-applications/


In the Matter of Margrett A. Skinner, 

758 S.E.2d 788 (Ga. May 19, 2014) = public reprimand



“This is simply false.  The person did 

not reveal all the facts of his situation 

up front in or first and second 

meeting…I feel badly for him but his 

own actions in beating up a female 

coworker are what cause the 

consequences he is now so upset 

about.”

In re Betty Tsamis, 2013PR00095, (Jan. 14, 2014) = reprimand

http://www.lysinski.com/testimonials-2/


Can lawyers incentive positive online reviews?

What about refunding money to disgruntled clients if they agree to 

take down negative online reviews?

https://www.shutterstock.com/search/incentivize




.

In the 

Matter of  

David J. 

Steele

49S00-1509-

DI-527 

Indiana 

Dec. 1, 2015 





Mr. Steele was disbarred for incentivizing 

clients to post positive Avvo ratings and 

punishing those who posted negative 

reviews, responding to them with online 

comments that sometimes disclosed 

confidential information.  

Oh….and he also misappropriated appx 

$150,000 of client funds, threatened 

clients and staff and made false 

statements that were: “virtually 

pathological in frequency and scope.”



OPTIONS
1. Let it be

2. Deal with the site

3. Respond in a way that does not Violate Rule 1.6

4. Create a positive internet presence

5. See what Civil Remedies are Available

6. Blast Away and Become a Test Case as to Reach of Rule 1.6?



https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/professional_responsibility/aba-formal-

opinion-498.pdf







AN ATTORNEY’S PERSONAL MISCONDUCT

CAN RESULT IN DISCIPLINE
(even if unrelated to the practice of law)

RULE 8.4: MISCONDUCT

It is professional misconduct for a lawyer to:

(b) commit a criminal act that reflects adversely on the lawyer’s honesty, trustworthiness, or fitness

as a lawyer in other respects;

(c) engage in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit, or misrepresentation

Rule 761. Conviction of Crime

(a) It is the duty of an attorney admitted in this State who is convicted in any court of a felony or

misdemeanor to notify the Administrator of the conviction in writing within 30 days of the entry of the

judgment of conviction…

(b) If an attorney is convicted of a crime involving fraud or moral turpitude, the Administrator shall file

a petition with the court alleging the fact of such conviction and praying that the attorney be

suspended from the practice of law until further order of the court.

http://www.bloggersneed.com/
http://www.bloggersneed.com/
http://abstract.desktopnexus.com/wallpaper/939000/


RULES GOVERNING OTHER

CONDUCT

RULE 4.4: RESPECT FOR RIGHTS OF THIRD PERSONS

(a) In representing a client, a lawyer shall not use means that have no substantial purpose 

other than to embarrass, delay, or burden a third person, or use methods of obtaining evidence 

that violate the legal rights of such a person.

RULE 8.4: MISCONDUCT

It is professional misconduct for a lawyer to:

(a) violate or attempt to violate the Rules of Professional Conduct, knowingly assist or 

induce another to do so, or do so through the acts of another.

(b) commit a criminal act that reflects adversely on the lawyer’s honesty, trustworthiness, 

or fitness as a lawyer in other respects.

(c) engage in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit, or misrepresentation.

(d) engage in conduct that is prejudicial to the administration of justice.

http://www.bloggersneed.com/
http://www.bloggersneed.com/
http://abstract.desktopnexus.com/wallpaper/939000/


RULES GOVERNING

OTHER CONDUCT

ABA Rule 8.4(g)

It is professional misconduct for a lawyer to: (g) engage in conduct that the lawyer knows or

reasonably should know is harassment or discrimination on the basis of race, sex, religion, national

origin, ethnicity, disability, age, sexual orientation, gender identity, marital status or socioeconomic

status in conduct related to the practice of law. This paragraph does not limit the ability of a lawyer

to accept, decline or withdraw from a representation in accordance with Rule 1.16. This paragraph

does not preclude legitimate advice or advocacy consistent with these Rules.

ISBA Assembly Opposes Adoption of 8.4(g) in Illinois

The Illinois State Bar Association Assembly also weighed the arguments of those in favor and opposition, and 

formally announced at its December Midyear meeting that it would recommend Illinois oppose the adoption of 

the ABA Model Rule 8.4(g).

The ISBA Assembly believed the rule does not properly define “discrimination” and “harassment” to properly 

apply the Rule to achieve its intent. Model Rule 8.4(g) also raised a number of concerns about subjecting 

lawyers to unfounded disciplinary complaints. It was further discussed that Illinois Rules of Professional 

Conduct 4.4 and 8.4(d) and (j) already address discrimination and harassment associated with the practice of 

law here in Illinois.

http://www.bloggersneed.com/
http://www.bloggersneed.com/
http://abstract.desktopnexus.com/wallpaper/939000/
http://www.illinoiscourts.gov/supremecourt/rules/art_viii/ArtVIII_NEW.htm
http://www.illinoiscourts.gov/supremecourt/rules/art_viii/ArtVIII_NEW.htm




QUESTIONS?



RESOURCES

⦿For Additional FREE CLE Check Out the
ARDC’s New Online Learning Portal –
www.iardc.org

 Send questions regarding the content of this
Program to the ARDC Education
Department - Education@iardc.org

⦿ARDC Ethics Inquiry Hotline for Guidance
on Rules:
Chicago office – (312) 565-2600 or
(800) 826-8625
Springfield office – (217) 522-6838 or
(800) 252-8048


